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Abstract—This paper describes the needs analysis of tool for connecting people in a Learning Network using Group Concept Mapping method. We conducted an empirical study to identify the most relevant features of such a tool. There were 11 experts from 7 different countries with technical and non-technical background who participated in the study. Each of the participants were invited by email and given a brief description about the scenario for the need of a tool in an online Learning Network to find people for help (social support system). This tool can be developed on mobile devices to search for peer learners. The participants generated 153 unique ideas about the need for social support system in Learning Network. These ideas were sorted and rated, and further analysis with Concept Mapping produced ten relevant clusters of interest. These clusters (concepts) suggest the features which are relevant for a tool that would support learners in connecting with others in a Learning Network. The concept mapping methodology described in this paper has also been applied in other projects; one of them is about the “investigation of pedagogic areas in which mobile learning is an appropriate solution”. We intend to publish the work in the future publication.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In general, there are several contexts in which people look for other people, pursuing shared common interests or social conversation [7]. The tendency is also that quite often people tend to seek the tacit knowledge held by individuals instead of explicit knowledge stored in formal documents [2, 9]. Research has claimed that technology could catalyze collaboration and knowledge sharing by enhancing the traceability and visibility of information, which resides in people’s mind, especially the knowledge which is not well-documented, like best practices and lessons learned [13]. Social support system in learning networks would be an added value for a learner to know about people and decide whom and how to interact with, pursuing particular learning goals [5]. It would give several benefits to a learner:

(1) A learner could connect and make social ties with other learners either for question in hand or for future contact in similar context. (2) It is possible that in connecting people to other people, one can share and exchange expertise about the information which is not documented like people’s experiences, interests and also tacit knowledge. (3) A learner could share with others different perspectives on a topic, comparing and constructing meaning, which would lead to effective learning for her/him. (4) A learner would not only depend on experts but s/he can seek help from any suitable person available in learning networks, where people with different levels of expertise exist.

II. METHODOLOGY
In this empirical study we wanted to gather opinion of experts on the requirements of Social Support System (SoSuSy) in Learning Network. For this purpose we have chosen Concept Mapping [8] as appropriate method because it includes both qualitative techniques and multivariate analysis approaches [4]. The term is also known as Group Concept Mapping (GCM) in some of the related studies [6, 11]. Concept Mapping provides a structured approach to identify experts’ opinion on a given domain. We used Concept Mapping to collect, structure, analyze and interpret data from the experts of the domain on a particular project. The method identifies the experts’ opinion in the form of clusters on a given subject using advanced statistical techniques as referred above. Group Concept Mapping differs from other approaches in the following ways, as reported in [6]: (a) there is only one round of structuring the data as the participants work independently and anonymously to each other; (b) in data structuring, coding the information in different ways is not a problem as it is the advanced analysis included in the methodology that identifies common patterns in the data; (c) consensus is not forced, it emerges from the data; and (d) visualizations, as substantial part of the analysis, allow for grasping at once the emerging structures in the data and help their interpretation. These characteristics provide a good basis to choose this methodology. The Concept Mapping provides a visual map of useful and important concepts which can be used for the development of a project under hand. Traditionally, Concept Mapping has been used for getting direction in project developments that are related to business management, planning, evaluation and identifying health care policies [10, 8, 12]. In this study we report our first attempt to use Concept Mapping for the purpose of software systems needs analysis. We expect that the conceptual domains derived from the Concept Mapping process will be the guiding principles for the developers of the social support systems for desktop or mobile versions. The inputs taken from diverse people with varying expertise can be combined to understand the important features to implement while developing the system. Also, the ideas generated about the important concepts in the concept map will provide a cross-validation for reliable and efficient systems that meet the expert opinion.

Concept Mapping consists of: generation of statements by the experts (brainstorming); rating and sorting of
statements; and interpretation of the concept map (data analysis). While all three stages may be done in person, in this study the first two stages were done by mail due to participants’ busy schedules and different locations. All concept mapping analyses were accomplished using The Concept System© (Version 1.75, Concept Systems Incorporated, Ithaca, NY).

A. Participants

On the basis of research problem we selected a total of 11 different participants from 7 different countries across different continents. Each participant came from a variety of educational backgrounds, namely: computer sciences, business management, human resources, education sciences and journalism. The idea was to gather varied expert opinion on the topic of social support system, from a diverse group of people. An email invite was sent to each of the participants with the brief description of the requirements of social support systems in Learning Network. They were asked to think-aloud about the need for such a system in Learning Network that searches for people. Furthermore, a trigger statement was given to help them in generating the ideas: "What defines a good Social Support System in Learning Network". This trigger statement helped them to generate statements about the features or characteristics, that they thought are necessary to develop such a system in Learning Network.

B. Procedure

Idea generation requires the participants to individually generate ideas in respond to a focus (trigger) statement. We gave them a scenario description and the following focus statement: “What makes a good social support system?”

We asked the participants to consider a scenario: “Imagine you are interested in learning Piano. You already have some skills in playing piano, like the rules for building major and minor piano scales from any note on the piano keyboard and you also learned how to combine these scales to form major and minor chords. Now you want to improvise, let’s say you are interested in playing Arpeggios, a technique in which the notes of chord are played independently rather than together. As you are learning by yourself, it will be helpful if you knew who else is learning similar things in Piano. You can ask him to give you advice, share his experiences of learning Piano techniques etc, may be you already have a friend or a friend of your friends or somebody totally out of your personal/professional network who is interested in learning Piano. How will you find that person? How will you know who is suitable person for you to contact and share knowledge about Arpeggios technique. Let’s say you are on Facebook, where you have your network of friends, you could ask there. What if the person you are looking for is not on Facebook, but say Orkut, LinkedIn or other social or professional networking sites What you need is a service to search people in different networks (professional/social) available over the web that recommends the people with their contact details, knowledge and interests so you can choose whom to contact for your purpose”. This service (basically a software application for mobile phones or desktop computers) facilitates search for people associated with Arpeggios in the network. The service looks for others who have interests, knowledge and skills in playing Arpeggios and gives you a list of people suitable for you. It may happen that you already know one of the recommended people through your social networks, but never knew s/he could also play Arpeggios as well. The need for such a system is to find sufficiently qualified people who have interest to help others in learning. To accomplish this, the system needs to first "know-about" people’s interests and competence, then rank them according to their levels of expertise and finally recommend them to the learners. To fulfill the requirements of finding people, a "social support system" has to be provided in a Learning Network. When you are asked to think-aloud of what you expect from such a system that searches people based on your problems or interests, what are the features or characteristics, you think are necessary to develop such an application.

Then some hint statements were given to the participants and they were asked to think in similar lines to generate their own statements.

- assists learners in finding suitable people.
- allows knowledgeable people to answer learner’s question on a given topic.
- supports socializing of learners with other learners.
- matches people according to their common learning interests.
- affects the productivity of individuals and groups in a learning scenario.

C. Sorting and Rating of ideas

The participants generated a total of 153 statements. These generated ideas in the first phase, were sent back to the experts for first sorting and then rating according to separate instructions for the two idea structuring activities. With regard to sorting, we asked the participants to use the following guidelines provided with a sorting recording sheet: (a) group the statements for similarity in meaning; (b) place each statement in one group only; (c) place each statement somewhere (not one pile comprising all statements); (d) place a statement in own group if it seems unrelated to the other statements; do not make groups of statements called miscellaneous. We also suggested the participants to give a name of each of the group of statements.

For the next activity in this phase, we asked the experts to rate each of the statements on a 1-to-5 scale of importance and feasibility (for importance, 1 = Relatively Unimportant; 5 = Very Important; for feasibility, 1 = Least Feasible; 5 = Most Feasible). The meaning of importance is straightforward: how important is the each feature of social support system? Feasibility is about how likely those features are implemented? In the rating instruction, we advised the participants to use the full range of rating values, emphasizing on relative rather than absolute rating.

III. RESULTS

A. Data Analysis

In Figure 1, there are 10 different clusters shown, which depicts how they were grouped together by hierarchical cluster analysis [1, 8]. The hierarchical cluster analyses, which are contiguous but not overlapping with each other [3] gives the number of clusters indicating the experts’ opinion (see Figure 1). To determine the right
number of clusters we modified the heuristic called “20-to-5” to the heuristic “12-to-5”, because the experts in this study produced 12 clusters in average. The classical “20-to-5” heuristics is based on the fact that most of the participants in Group Concept Mapping (GCM) projects make between 5 and 20 clusters. We began the analysis in this study with the 12-cluster solution checking at each step whether the solution from the merging of clusters makes sense until we arrived at the 10-cluster solution. Other criteria were bridging or anchoring values of the statement in a particular cluster. The bridging/anchoring value is between 0 and 1. A low bridging/anchoring value means that more people have grouped the statement together with others in its vicinity. Statements with low bridging / anchoring value better represent the meaning of a particular cluster’s content than those with a higher value. Statements with a relatively high bridging value within a cluster play more the role of bridges to other clusters, while statements with relatively low bringing value play the role of anchors for the statements within a cluster.

The main point of interpretation of the cluster map is that all participants come to figure out well the interrelationships among the clustered statements. It is aimed that everyone in the group has a clear picture of the project through the concept map. The clusters shown are depicting the expert opinion on various features that a Social Support System should have with varied degree of importance (shown as multiple layers on each cluster).

1. **Technical features**: Focusing the state-of-art technologies for development like web 2.0 applications and Social applications.

2. **Showing search similarity**: The feature focuses on the search options where people would like to know the search results similar to what they are looking for.

3. **Visibility**: The feature focuses on the how social help system provides visibility of learners in the Learning Network.

4. **Business application**: The social help system as a tool for collaboration for further interests and commercial interests among people.

5. **Communication among learners**: The tool supports effective sharing of knowledge among learners facilitating communication via email, instant messengers or phones.

6. **Learning community and connection among varied people**: The tool supports forming learning communities and enhancing communication among the participants.

7. **Facilitating learning and engagement**: The tool provides support for bringing people to engage on a learning task and enhance learning by social engagement.

8. **Interface design**: Easy to use features and user interface to search for suitable people in a network of learners.

9. **Effects on society**: The overall effects on society as a useful feature for supporting learning by socialization.

10. **Output and Solution execution**: The feature focusing on additional support like finding not only people but also relevant learning resources, supporting external collaboration, other embedded support.

Apart from the traditional descriptive statistics, the GCM approach applies some specific types of analyses such as multidimensional scaling (MDS) and hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA). The input for the multidimensional scaling is the creation of a total square similarity matrix from the sorting data across the participants. The matrix is binary and symmetric, showing the number of people that group together in their sorts each pair of statements. The combined matrix sums individual matrices of the participants. An individual matrix consists of many rows and columns as are the statements. A cell indicates whether two statements are grouped together or not. ‘1’ in the cell indicates that the two statements are sorted together by the participant, ‘0’ that they are not.

MDS transforms the total square similarity matrix into a map depicted as a coordinated matrix. From the coordinates, MDS can compute the distances between all pair of statements (points) and can show this as matrix of distances between points. The closer the statements to each other are, the more similar in meaning they are, which also mean that more people sorted these statements together. The extent to which each of the distances between the statements on the map deviate from the values of the total similarity matrix which is used as input to the map is measured with the “stress index” [4]. In principle, the lower the value of the stress index is, the better the overall fit between the map and the input matrix is. A metaanalytical study across a broad range of concept mapping projects indicated that around 95% of concept mapping projects would produce value of the stress index in the range between 0.205 and 0.365.

There is a weak relationship between the two values (see Figure 2.). It is also interesting to see how end-users and experts view the different features of the Social Support System. The clusters ‘showing search similarity’, ‘Facilitating learning and engagement’ and ‘Interface design’ represent the largest margins in scores on the two scales. There are relatively small differences in scores of clusters such as, ‘Technical features’, ‘Communication among learner, ‘visibility’ and ‘output and solution execution’.

Figure 1. Cluster Map: eliciting the focus on 10 required features of a social support system
A specific analysis that compares the statements on importance and feasibility within a particular cluster is “go-zone” (Figure 3.). Go-zone identifies statements that score high on both importance and feasibility, thus suggesting where we should look first when planning the implementation of changes in education and training. Go-zone is a bi-variate graph that shows the average ratings for importance and feasibility on each statement within a specific cluster. For example, something that is considered to be very important could be deemed not to be very feasible. The graph is divided into quadrants based upon the mean rating values of importance and feasibility. The upper right quadrant represents issues that are above average on both variables (“go to” – very important and very feasible).

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The results of this study suggested 10 different features that can be developed for Social Support system (figure 1.). The system itself can be developed for mobile devices or desktop learning environment. The cluster “Showing search similarity” is differently rated on the scale of importance and feasibility (figure 2.) by the experts and end-users, this also indicates how the different users, view the need of this feature in Social Support System.

Group Concept Mapping (GCM) in the SoSuSy project proved to be an efficient way and appealing to the participants approach for data collection, structuring and analysis. Idea generation, sorting and rating are activities that the participants are used to. Eleven participants generated 153 unique ideas (statements). Sorting and Rating were time consuming activities, but not difficult for the participants from conceptual point of view. In contrast to some other similar techniques (e.g. affinity diagram or card sorting), GCM applies some rigorous statistical techniques for data analysis such as multidimensional scaling and hierarchical cluster analysis to identify emerging structures in the data. The visualizations provided by the software (Concept System, 2010) support the interpretation of the results. The clusters indicates the possible features for the social support system that can be developed and later validated according to their importance as we found in the ladder graph in figure 2. The main point of interpretation of the cluster map is that all participants come to figure out well the interrelationships among the clustered statements. It is aimed that everyone in the group has a clear picture of the project through the concept map. The clusters shown are depicting the expert opinion on various features that a Social Support System should have with varied degree of importance (shown as multiple layers on each cluster). The development these features as depicted in cluster map, will be the guideline for developing the Social Support System for a Learning Network. The clusters identified, will also provide a way to evaluate any such system which needs and early evaluation to meet the user needs.
Figure 3. An example of a go-zone comparing the statements in the cluster Social Support system on importance and feasibility.
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